Abstract. Vacuum freeze drying method is applied to prepare samples for SEM from one-dimensional consolidation clay which suffered different pressures from original remolded state. And then simple and synthetical micro-structure parameters of SEM photos obtained from some section are studied to uncover relation between mechanics properties and micro-structure. The results tell us that the first principal component approximately linear increases with consolidation pressure. It is distinct that the synthetical parameters are superior to the simple parameters in construction soil mechanics relation because the former can reflect the whole micro-structure qualities, but the latter can not.
Introduction
In recent years, many researches worked hardly in order to bridge between micro-structure and macro-mechanics for different types of soil. Schäffer (2008) surveyed deformation and stability of macro-pore under uniaxial compression conditions. Chertkov (2008) thought that the intra-aggregate structure of a soil has important effect on its shrinkage characteristics. Agus (2005) studied the influence of shrinking and swelling on microstructures of a compacted bentonite-sand mixture. Bai (1997) peered the change of kaolin micro-structure in CD test. In confined condition, Cui (2002) studied micro-structure change of a swelling soil. With microstructure approach operated, Delage (2006) explored the ageing effects on a bentonite. Correlation analysis and principal component analysis are the effective methods to study the extracted information, which can reduce dimension and evaluate characteristic from the original micro-structure parameters. The corresponding function of the methods is to build lower dimensional combined parameter from the higher dimensional parameters in which pertinence is prominent. Therefore, it is possible and reasonable to substitute simple parameters for complex parameters in the overall meanings while less information lost.
Basic properties of the clay and its consolidation
The studied clay was taken from a 35m depth bore drilled in the Key Project of Tianjin Railway Station. The main mechanics indexes of the clay constitute of the following: natural water content w=33%, void ratio e=0.735, natural gravity γ=19.8kN/m 3 , internal friction angle φ=29.8 o , cohesion c=21.7kPa, compression index α 1-2 =0.351MPa -1 , liquid limit w l =31.8% and plastic limit w p =21.2%. The remolded samples were employed in this paper because of the anisotropic distribution of particles in vertical and horizontal direction due to sedimentation process. The undisturbed clay was oven-dried under 115 o conditions. The dried clay was taken out of the oven after 24h and comminuted in a breaking machine in order to remove geometrical and physical anisotropy. Then a 0.25mm sieve was used to wipe off larger particles and organic substance.
The clay power was put on a plate for sprinkling until reach the natural water content, w=35%. It is unnecessary to stir or mix the clay in order to make the remolded samples isotropy before the later mechanics experiments. The wetted clay and the plate were enclosed together in a three-layered plastic bag. A week later, water and air contained in the clay would arrive the equilibrium condition due to capillary action and thermal force. The 25 remolded samples, which were made by pressing method, were classified into 5 identical groups which consolidated in different pressure.
Definition of parameters for sem photos
In this study, the Leica QWin software was employed to pick up two types of micro-structure parameters, namely field micro-structure and feature micro-structure. The former, including the six original parameters and the six induced parameters, can provide information for the whole study domain. The later only can tell us information for one unit body. This study focuses on the most important parameters, the six field particle micro-structure parameters. The obtained micro-structure parameters can be written as the followed matrix. = ∑ . x 3 is the sum of the circumference of every particle in the domain, and x 5 is the area ratio of the total particle to field area. x 6 is a grey threshold determined by the Leica QWin software when the maximal variance of grey distribution achieved. It is clear that the primary properties of the particle micro-structure in the analysis field, including size, shape, gradation, anisotropy and so on, can be characterized by the stated parameters in formula (1). The Fig.1 shows some SEM photos which were taken from different section of the samples consolidated under 1600kPa pressure. These sections are named as section A, section B and section C which are corresponding to vertical, 45 o inclined and horizontal direction. In general, the particles micro-structure parameters in formula (1) picked-up directly from SEM photos can be called simple parameters because they only reflect one side of the photo. For example, x 3 can only give us information about circumference of particles, but not the shape. In fact, different parameter may give us some similar information about one character which is called overlapped information. For a certain type of soil, x 3 will rise with the increasing of x 5 . The synthetical parameters are induced from the simple ones which can show us the overall meaning. In addition, the synthetical parameter can remove the overlapped information displayed by the different simple parameter. 
Principal component analysis for micro-structure
The method of principal component analysis aims at constructing a possible lower dimensional matrix from a higher dimensional matrix while the most information of the later is reserved. The first step is to obtain the standardization parameters of every vector. That is
Here, µ i and σ i is average value and variance of variable x i . Therefore, formula (1) can be rewritten as , a 1 is the vector of (a 11 , a 12 , a 13 , a 14 , a 15 , a 16 ) . In formula (4), there are six undetermined coefficients need to be defined. When letting differential coefficient of * 1 y about * 1 x equals to zero in the condition of formula (5), a 11 can be defined. Similarly, other coefficients in formula (4) can also be determined one by one. In addition, the maximum of ( ) 
Here, ∑ is the covariance matrix of vector x*. Same to formula (5), formula (8) is the restricted condition in a 2 determination. Thereby, (a 21 , a 22 , a 23 , a 24 , a 25 , a 26 ) . In the conditions of formula (7) and (8), a 2 can be determined as the differential coefficient of x equal zero. Consequently, the second principal component of formula (1) can be found. It is easy to achieve the third, the fourth, the fifth and the sixth principal component in the same way. Therefore, the following three formulae can be derived. , can be broken down as the sum of the six data which respectively are variances of the uncorrelated variables. In order to explore importance of the first principal component, the following variable can be defined. 
The variable of η 1 , called the contributing ratio of the first principal component, implies the rate of information carried by the principal component to that carried by the original matrix. Similarly, the contributing ratio of the No. k principal component can be defined as η k . Therefore, the cumulated contributing ratio of the former m principal components should be written as In the conditions of different consolidated pressure, scores of principal component for different sections are illustrated in Fig.2 carefully. The study on the SEM photos on section A is more meaning, interesting and instructive than that on other sections due to close and clear correlation between micro-structure of the three sections. Accordingly, the latter study is focused on the SEM photos from the section A. It is clear that the first principal component increases with the enlargement of the pressure, while the tendencies of the other two principal components are not very evident. Fig.2 Scores of the three principal components of the 5 groups A method to evaluate characters of soil micro-structure is proposed and successfully utilized to quantity the difference of the specimens obtained in consolidated condition. The study shows that the first principal component approximately linear increases with consolidation pressure. Therefore, synthetical parameters are superior to simple parameters in building constitutive equations in soil mechanics because the former can display the overall meaning of the micro-structure characteristic. 
